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About This Game

Rock your way to the top of the '80s charts in this interactive tale of music and mayhem! But beware, mischievous managers,
fickle fans, and gossiping groupies stand between you and rock immortality.

Choice of the Rock Star is an epic, 73,000 word interactive novel where your choices control the story. The game is entirely text-
based--without graphics or sound effects--and powered by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will your band tear itself apart? Will you flame out on national television? Or will you build a legacy that stands the test of
time?
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best mod for COH hands down. Not enough cue for players...cant figure out what to do next.... A life-changing experience.. i
want to love this game but i dont. right now i dont think its worth the 20 dolars they are asking for it. The games potential is out
of this world but as of now falls flat of anything other than amazing graphics and an atmospheric walking simulator with a
decent amount of people to kill. if its on sale for half off id reccomend it or if you can find it on a sale site like listia or
something of the sorts for cheap.

pro or con depending on your view

- when using your doge/roll (press ctrl) you can climb anything you please. forget about countless hours jumping at cliffs dodge
roll and fly right up them. i found this out when i accidently fell of the side of a cliff and got stuck in a hole in the mountain and
dogeed and flew right out and climbed all the way to the top.

- no mana you have ikhor that fills as you use magic, use too much you die.

- no oxygen while swimming, your part fish!

- nostalgic quest system, you have to use every dialog option with every character and take there slight hints to go to a mountain
with a statue near a water fall, and find what it is they were after.

- some dialog errors, missing endings to words or just off wording

- boss rewards dont feel balanced to the challenge of the boss. it takes so long to find them and they are decently challenging and
you dont get much in return.

- i adventure a lot, also used the roll trick a lot, and found some really intersting hidden places, that had enemies and chest, but
lacked any actual reward or reason. one lead onto the 3 tier aquafere and it just leads to a dead end, but droping down to the first
tier i found a single chest with nothing but basic, white, gear.

- ive picked up a lot of items with the trait to do 0 (zero) fore damage over x amount of seconds. ive never tried any of them to
see if it was a text error or not.

- tons of buildings to find and explore but they are all entirely empty with no purpose.

- You take no damage fromn fires in towns and camps. stand in there and get warm all you please no damage will comme to
you.

PROS

- the graphics are mind blowing. the world is beautiful and its extreamly atmospheric and it really draws me into the world.
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- surplus of enemies almost any where you go and theyre all unique, its not just draugger after draugger.

- relaxing atmospheric music and sounds.

- the animations for movement, swimming (when it works), fighting and all that are crisp clean and beautiful.

- decent amount of armor and weapon styles. and an endless supply anytime you die enemies respawn and you dont lose your
inventory. stock up go to the store and sell it and load up on cash, you cant really buy anything besides for what the one shop ive
found holds, with a very limited stock but hey it cant hurt right?

- unique and intruiging magic system. you find stones that make you able to use different elemental spells that you equip to your
wrist, your still allowed to have your weapons equipped as well.

- simple easy to figure out ui.

CONS

-sprinting while dual weilding weapons, the iron swords for me, causes them to clash and cause a dust animation and an
irritatting and annoying clashing sound while sprinting. its made me avoid spriniting or mute my game to avoid this.

- leveling system doesnt work or takes a lot to level it shows attributes you can increase but as much as i have played i havent
leveled anything up yet and there is no obvous experience gain showable any where.

- the swimming mechanics are terrible. you practically fall to the bottom of the map and keep popping back up to the surface
randomly. ( sometimes it works beautifully.)

- when you press your b key it uhh... makes everything vanish besides the ground and the npcs? until you move or do anything
other than look around.

the game could without a doubt surpass skyrim there is a thrall of different enemies that i have already found but the lack of
direction, story, progress, and quests is a bummer to me. i have enjoyed exploring but that only keeps my attention for so long
with out a purpose.
the success of this game is eminent if the devs keep up with the game and fix these issue. im only going to reccomend the game
because of the potential and that it is playable and decently stable.. Now I know who Mike is. Thank you developers.. Got this
*free* for pre-ordering.

The damn thing is basically a wiki app with a lot of background and lore. You shouldn't have to pay for this.. Excellent
experience that is a must for any Vive owner. I hope it becomes a full game.. short but fun
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Fantastic, but please fix Windows 10 issues.. I can't stop playing this game!!! I only wish I knew how to (if it is possible) get the
Jacksepticeye character. That would be fun!. I saved the town by selling an unreasonably amount of baked bread to the market
which has not crashed fortunately from wood to steam age.

 Ammassed around 10k monies, I went and bought the best soldiers bread money could buy. You see 160 mechanized soldiers
encircling the thousands of goblins and skeletons marching toward this bustling little town that I baked bread in.
 Let's just say lasers could win over anything anyday :nippy:. Game has some potential. Not a lot of content at the moment and
you will mostly be playing against AI since no one really has the game, but it is still dumb fun. Couldn't play for very long
because just the motion of being on a horse made me sick. Only VR game to do this to me so far so I don't get sick easily but
this game did it for me somehow. Probably not a problem for everyone though. Game is definitely worth a shot though for sure..
This Amazing Software. The Name Itself says what it does.. Ok guys - this game is my childhood - this game represents my
childhood. This is my 2nd game EVER which I have ever ran on the PC platform and yes first RTS game which I actually ran
on PC platform as well! Yes, you know - this game is a legend also.
Why? - Don't look graph. side, graph. actually doesn't so matter in this game, but gameplay does. And this is what is game
bringing actually to the public.
I was like 11-12 years old when I was playing this game on my (still working!) almighty Pentium 133 mhz with 48mb EDO ram
and 3dfx Voodoo Banshee (with Win95OSR2). And yes I spent tons of time playing this game, and funny fact is when I bought
this game on Steam, when I ran it on my new PC - actually I forgot how to play this, because actually 18-19 years have passed
by (now currently in the time of writing this review I am actually 30 years old). Time is passing by - but believe me, the best
games are immortal - like this one.
Please buy this - just not only because of nostalgia matter, but because this game has a strong legend status (at least for me).
I don't like to write negatives about this game, but only one thing is little bit problematic, you can't actually change resolution in
this game, since this game is running I think 640x480 resolution (more-less) - even in full-screen which is slightly annoying if
you ask me.
So if you play this game on big-wide TV screen like me, then believe me - you'll have some hard times to find actually what it's
writing on the screen, because font is too small because of small resolution.
But if you're still on good old CRT monitors (just kidding you know) then you can play this without any problems.
But I can't still believe one thing, that this game is working on modern systems - at least it's working on my Win10 with
Annivesary 2016 update - it's working WITHOUT any problems.

BUY IT - GAME IS WORTH OF EVERY MONEY!

Cheers!. This soundtrack gives out so much atmosphere and is simply a pleasure to listen to. A very nice compilation of all the
songs from the game with added endings to them. I would recommend this if you wish to support the developers and if you
really like the OST.. Much improved after release. Intresting sim game, management aspect of the game is top notch. The
fighting is a little rudimentary but still fun.

 Tips

Restart untill you score a few good gladiators.
Go into debt with lenders.You can intially barrow between 700000 to 1.1 million,DO IT. Buy weapons and armor galore, repay
high intrest loans for ones with better terms as needed.
Save your stable of fighters for festivals. Lots of $$$money$$$ to be made.
Its Ok to foreit. Fight your gladiators only when healthy.
Research. Resarch. Research.

Follow these simple instructions and grow your gladiator up big and strong.. A fav of mine, very good gameplay.
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